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Miracles happen on Christmas Eve, even today. Emmy Award winning 

composer Charles Denler’s Christmas offering is nine tracks of 

classically tinged holiday fare aptly called Noël. That lights up the night 

sky like a shooting star. The collection is solo piano with a warm, 

emotional slant that brings back the good ole days. Seems to be a lot of 

that going around these days. And why not? We yearn for simpler times. 

Times when the telephone was a party line. A time when common 

courtesy was widespread. A time when living day to day wasn’t such a struggle. Denler’s music 

will take you back, if only for a short while. I invite you to take the time. 

O Little Town is unhurried, pensive, and heartfelt. The melody roves inside your mind telling 

the story and painting a picture of a bright star over a special place. The notes are sparkling like 

snow under a blue moon.  

Charles’ piano acts as a carillon in the intro to What Child. The familiar carol based on the 

English folksong Greensleeves is comforting and blissful. We imagine the shepherds adoring the 

Christ Child on a snowy, star filled night. The piano melody has a wintery feeling to it, but we 

never feel the cold.      

Denler produces variations on a theme in the title tune Noël. This is heavenly rendition and 

nothing like the sugary mall music we have been fed for the past forty years. The echoing 

melody wanders like the Three Wise men in the desert, but takes them (and us) to their divine 

destination. It is introspective at times and filled with a kind of beautiful sadness.   

Charles is joined by a quiet cello and a celestial chorus on the tune Coventry Carol.  It is a 

hauntingly breathtaking vignette as you forget that it is a carol and listen in awe to a singular 

emotional experience. The music is somewhat mysterious and enthralling. This is the best 

adaptation I have ever heard of this popular carol.     

Hark the Herald is the last song on the recording and it has an air of conclusiveness to it that 

cannot be missed. The New Born King has arrived and the celebration of spirt it at hand. Though 

midnight has come and gone, the daystar will take up where the North Star left off. There is an 

odd sense about every track on this album. It is as if every note is shrouded in a kind of mist. Or 

maybe I’m just seeing it, or better still, hearing it as if each scenario is its own snow globe. I 

highly recommend this album for something entirely different to add to your Christmas listening.  

 


